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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS

Contractual A----- reness
Vital Prereq ·site
pecialist companies
with a serious and
ealistic intention of
achieving financial success
(and indeed surviving) in the
hard world of specialist
contracting and sub
contracting in the construction
industry must, as a vital
prerequiste, ensure that all
key staff are well armed with
broad contractual awareness
and detailed up-to-date
contractual knowledge.
The Confederation of
Construction Specialists
contractual training
programme focuses
specifically on the needs,
p' - :ns and opportunities of
SUI.. specialist companies. It
comprises an integrated set of
targeted and high-quality
intensive training courses,
aimed at providing clear
practical understanding.

common forms of cont ct
and other vital legal and
contractual aspects of the
work of specialist
construction companies.

-

Course Content
There are four key areas • Getting Paid;

FAS training grant approval
has been applied for.

• Handling Claims and
Disputes;

All 1995 courses are to be
held at the Ambassador Hotel,
Co Kildare.

• Understanding & Controlling
the Formation of Contracts

Contact: eville Smith, CCS.
Tel: 01 - 289 7602.

• Supervising work on site

Heatrae Sadia ... The Quality Name
in Water Heating

The programme consists of
four related one-day courses
dealing with the key areas of
- Getting Paid (I June 1995);
Handling Claims & Disputes
(5 July 1995); Understanding
& Controlling the Formation
of Contracts (14 September
1995); and Supervising Work
on Site (19 October 1995).
There is also a 3-day training
course providing a
comprehensive review of

Pictured above is OBF Business Development Manager John Walsh who has
particular responsibility for Heatrae Sadia and for liaising with specifiers and
mechanical consultants and contractors on the extensive range.
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YORK SALES
MANAGER

Austin McDermott has been
appointed Sales Manager, Ireland,
for York AeR Ltd. Austin has
extensive e)fperience in air
conditioning, having,worked with a
number of leading companies
within the sector before joining
York shortly after they set up their
dedicated Irish office. This
appointment is further evidence of
York's commitment to Ireland and
it marks the beginning of a new
stage in the development of the
company.

• OBF Distributors have just
completed their new purposebuilt showrooms in Western
Industrial Estate, Naas Road,
Dublin 12. Occupying over
2500 sq ft, the various products
are strategically presented, an
entire section being devoted to
Heatrae Sadia covering boiling
water; hand hygiene;
instantaneuous water heaters;
small, large and extra-large
capacity thermal water storage
heaters; immersion heaters; and
industrial water, oil and
flameproof heating.
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KEEP THE HEAT
ON WITH GEOFF
THIS WINTER

la

HevacLtd

70-72 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1
rei: 01 • 830 1211; Fax: 01 • 830 1990
As the weather gets colder, demand

So don't get left out in the

Fi5RNOX

for Fernox Central Heating Protection

cold this winter. Keep up with the

is starting to hot up, with the encou-

demand for Fernox and keep all your

ragement of major TV and

customers happy.

press

advertising featuring our hero, Geoff.
AS SEEN ON TV
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In Phasing Out CFCs in Building Services Peter Guy and Gerry McDonagh
examine the situation to date and suggest that the way forward is via
"responsible" refrigeration.
In Time to Consider Ammonia John O'Leary endeavours to clarify the
confusing mass of information in respect of refrigeration with particular
emphasis on ammonia which, he suggests, is regaining the recognition and
acceptance it deserves.
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allow the maximum use of
existing technologies and
refrigeration systems.

Phasing Out CFCs in
Building Services

Unfortunately, there is no
single HFC refrigerant
available as an R-22
replacement which satisfies
all of these criteria.
Development, therefore, led
to mixtures of substances
(blends), most of which are
based on the refrigerant
components R-32, R-125
and R-134a. Tables 1 and 2
give an overview of some R22 replacements. Threecomponent mixtures of R32/R-125/R-134a in
~)
particUlar, enable the
properties of R-22 to be
matched extremely closely.

By Peter Guy & Gerry McDonagh*
nder European
regulations, CFCs
such as R-12 and R502 were phased out of
production on 1 January
1995 (1 January 1996
elsewhere in the world). At
the same time, the revision
of the Montreal Protocol in
Copenhagen in November
1992 led to the inclusion of
HCFCs, such as JCFC22
(R-22), in the list of
refrigerants that will have to
be phased out in the
medium term. R-22, which is
typically used in all air
conditioning applications,
including public buildings,
has an ozone depletion
potential and hence is a
regulated substance in the
Protocol.

U

The Protocol revision
prescribes the first
quantitative reductions in the
use of R-22 in 2004, but also
commits the Protocol
parties, from 1 January
1996, to endeavour to
ensure that HCFCs are used
only "where more
environmentally suitable
substances or technologies
are not available".
Alongside R-12, HCFCs
such as R-22 are the most
frequently used refrigerants
worldwide. R-22 is used in
innumerable industrial
refrigeration plants, and is
most prevalent in the air
conditioning of buildings.
Replacing R-12

HFC 134a (KLEA 134a) has

become widely accepted as
the industry standard
alternative for the
replacement of R-12 in a
wide range of applications
on a global basis.
KLEA 134a's acceptance is
based on it being a
commercially available,
highly-effective, nonflammable, ozone benign,
non-toxic refrigerant. In fact,
the product is one of the
most rigorously-tested
chemical products in history.
HFC refrigerants are not
compatible with existing
mineral oil lubricants. ICI has
developed the EMKARATE
RL range of ester oil
lubricants to give optimum
performance when used with
the KLEA family of
refrigerants. ICI's European
manufacturing plant, which
has recently doubled its
capacity, produces a range
of refrigerant lubricants
which have approvals from
many of the world's major
compressor manufacturers.

system designers and end
users on a worldwide basis.
The aim of this effort was to
combine technical needs
with the highest possible
level of environmental
acceptability and safety.
For those replacing CFCs
there is a choice - either to
move away from ozonedepleting substances totally
and employ long-term
alternatives such as HFCs,
or to use interim products
containing HCFCs as a stopgap until they are ultimately
phased out.

In addition to careful
equipment design, the safety
of a refrigeration system is
determined essentially by
the toxicity and flammability
of the refrigerant. The fact
that air conditioning systems
using R-22 are typically used
in public places, a nonflammable alternative with
low toxicity is often required.

It is desirable that the
properties of the new
refrigerants should
correspond as closely as
possible to the properties of
traditional refrigerants, such
as R-12 and R-22, with
regard to pressure, capacity
and non-flammability, to

The toxicity of the
components used in the

Table I
Overview of the alternatives available as R-22 replacements

Replacing R-22

The major refrigerant
manufacturers recognise the
value of R-22 as an
essential refrigerant to help
end users eliminate CFCs.
However, in response to
market demand, they have
pressed ahead with the
development and evaluation
of R-22 replacements in
collaboration with leading
compressor manufacturers,

REFRIGERA~T

CO\IPOSITIO~

ADVANTAGES

DISAI)VA~TAGES

R-134a

R-134a

Low pressure
single substance

Low Capacily

R-407C

R-321l 25/1 34a

Very similar to R-22

R-410AIB

R-321R125

High Capacily

Requires
adaptation of
exisling equipment
10 accommodate
higher system
pressures'

R-32

R-32

High capacity.
single substance

High pressure,
marginally IIammable

R-7l7 (NH 3)

R-717

High Capacily.
single subsUtnce

Toxic, IIammable,
corrosive

R-290
(Propane)

R-290

Very similar to
R-22, single

Highly IIammable,
hazard Class 3

o beller than R-22

substance

•
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Safety and Flammability

Some compressor redesign also required
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majority of replacement
blends has been the subject
of comprehensive studies
carried out by PAFT
(Programme for Alternative
Fluorocarbon Toxicity
Testing). These three
components all show very
low toxicity.
It is important to note that
blended refrigerants from
different manufacturers
should not be mixed.
In addition to the nonflammable and non-toxic
refrigerants, gases such as
~7 (ammonia) and R-290
.ane) are also being
considered. The properties
of ammonia are well known.
As long as stringent safety
precautions in the
construction and operation
of refrigeration systems are
adhered to, ammonia
provides another potential
replacement for CFCs and
HCFCs.
Because of its
thermodynamic properties,
propane may also be a
suitable R-22 replacement in
some circumstances. Due
consideration should be
given to the fact that it is
flammable. This
snould be taken into account
in the design of equipment,
and during servicing and
handling.
Availability
Currently, the cost of R-22
alternatives available on the
market is higher than the
HCFCs they replace. It is
forecast that as demand for
supplies of these
alternatives increase, the
price will fall, as the supplydemand balance changes.
Environmental Aspects
There is no doubt that a
long-term R-22 replacement

Table 2
R-22 Replacements that are available or planned for market launch
MANUFACTURER

PRODUcr

COMPOSITION

Du Pont

Ac 9100

R-32/R-125**

Allied Signal

AZ20

R-32/R-125**

FX220

R-23/R-32/R-134a

R-407C

R-32/R-125/R-134a

Various

R-717

Ammonia

Various

R-290

Propane

ICI

KLEA 32

R-32

Elf-Atochem
ICIIDu Pont/Allied etc

**

Pressure levels higher compared to R-22

Source:

Manufacturers' information

must have zero ozonedepletion potential. In
addition, more and more
companies are now looking
towards energy efficiency as
an additional requisite, from
a financial and an
environmental perspective.
A system that provides the
cooling requirement while
using less energy will have
lower running costs. A
system that is more efficient
will consume less electricity
which results in less fossil
fuel being burnt in the
generation of electricity and
hence less carbon dioxide is
emitted to the atmosphere.
To this end, building
services companies are
looking towards a concept
called TEWI (Total
Equivalent Warming Impact)
when specifying which
refrigerant will best meet
their environmental needs
with regard to global
warming. The TEWI concept
was pioneered by leading
scientists and adopted by
the US Department of
Energy as an accurate and
environmentally-sound basis
for the measurement of
global warming.
TEWI calculates the total
global warming contribution
of a refrigerant, or air

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995

conditioning process, in use.
It measures both the direct
global warming effect of a
refrigerant, if emitted, and
the indirect contribution of
the energy required to power
the unit over its normal
operation life.
Whether operating on
propane, ammonia or HFC,
all refrigeration systems
have a global warming
effect. By using TEWI to
measure the actual global
warming impact of
refrigeration systems, it is
possible to identify the most
effective means of reducing
it. The main options are:o Design/selection of the
most suitable refrigeration
system and refrigerant to
meet the demands of a
specific cooling application;
Optimise the system for
best energy efficiency;
Proper maintenance to
sustain optimum energy
performance and to avoid
refrigerant leaks (already
essential for ammonia and
propane);
o Recover and recycle used
refrigerant.
Responsible refrigeration
The growing realisation that
"responsible refrigeration" is
the way forward has led to

the formation of the
European Consortium for the
Responsible Application of
Refrigerants (EUCRAR),
which represents all
branches of the European
refrigeration industry,
including OEMs, contractors
and users throughout
Europe. EUCRAR's mission
is "to preserve the right of
the European air
conditioning and
refrigeration industries to
endorse and encourage the
professional and responsible
application and use of all
suitable refrigerants, giving
due consideration to safety,
reliability, energy efficiency,
environmental impact and
economic viability".
EUCRAR and leading
members of the refrigeration
industry are now promoting
the principles of "responsible
refrigeration", as a means of
retaining refrigerant choice
for the industry in the future.
Practical experience
ICl's customers have
already accumulated a
considerable amount of
operational experience with
KLEA 407C, with very
satisfactory results. The
results obtained are very
encouraging and suggest
that for many application
KLEA 407C does not
normally require any
significant plant
modifications compared to
R-22. Development testing
continues in an everincreasing range of
applications.
Peter Guy is Market
Development Manager, ICI
Klea while Gerry McDonagh
is Managing Director of RSL,
ICI Klea's distributor in the
Republic of Ireland.
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Time to Consider Ammonia
By John O'Leary M.Se·
he Cross Refrigeration
Industrial Division,
representing Sabroe
Refrigeration A/S in Ireland,
specialises in ammonia
refrigeration. Clarifying the
confusing mass of information
on the refrigerant issue is part
of our responsibility to the
environment and client alike.
Judging from the reaction to
our efforts in this area, we are
pleased to report that
ammonia (R717) is regaining
the recognition and
acceptance it deserves.
However, in some cases it is
still not considered owing to
misconceptions about its
dangers and thus golden
opportunities to maximise
efficiency, without pillaging
the environment, are lost.
Largely due to two factors we
are seeing a resurgence in its
use for applications where
traditionally it has not been
used (eg air-conditioning).

T

Environmental Issues
Signatories of the Montreal
Protocol are phasing out of
CFC-refrigerants (R12, R502
etc). Also included are
HCFC's (eg R22), supplies of
which are to be progressively
cut until a complete phaseout by 2015. The new HFC
compounts (eg R134a,
R404a) have no Ozone
Depletion Potential (OPD) but

have varying Global Warming
Potentials (GWP) which is
seen as being increasingly
important and GWP limits
may be imposed.
Furthermore, the processes
involved in their manufacture
are coming under increased
scrutiny since they produce
chlorine based compounds
which are ozone depleting.
Ammonia (R717) has zero
OPD and zero GWP.

Low Charge Systems
With the advent of Plate Heat
Exchanger (PHE) technology
for R717 systems, large liquid
chilling duties can be
obtained with a small
refrigerant charge and with
much increased efficiencies.
Cross Refrigeration Industrial
Division has been actively
promoting R717 in
competition with synthetic
refrigerants, with some
spectacular success.
On a recent project involving
1500kW of Calcium Nitrate
chilling, a standard chiller
unit, with centrifugal
compressor, shell and tube
evaporator and using R134a
refrigerant was specified by
the client. When presented
with an alternative, using a
flooded PHE coupled to a
Sabroe screw compressor,
and using only 195kg of
R717, the client had no
hesitation in opting for the

TABLE 1

Operating Conditions
(For clarity line losses etc. have been omitted)
Evaporating Temperature (0C)
0
Condensing Temperature (0C)
30
Shaft Speed (rpm)
2960
Compressor Performance
Refrigerant
R717
Capacity (kW)
2435
Abs. Power (kW)
367
COP
6.63

R22
1393
249
5.59

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss5/1
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R134a
2219
364
6.09

R404a
2299
431
5.34

much more efficient R717
system, once his concerns
regarding safety were allayed.
A 700kW water chilling
application seemed to be
suited to a standard airconditioning type chiller unit
using a shell and tube
evaporator, air-cooled
condenser and a direct
expansion R22 system.
Because of its low capital cost
.the client had been
considering a unit giving a
Coefficient of Performance of
3.28. Cross Refrigeration
successfully proposed a PHE
flooded with R717, coupled to
an evaporative condenser
and low-speed Sabroe
reciprocating compressors
achieving a COP of 7.35, thus
halving the absorbed power.
The payback was just over
one year.
Ammonia has long been the
first choice refrigerant for
large industrial users of
refrigeration. With the advent
of synthetic refrigerants in the
'30s and '40s the case for
ammonia seemed to weaken.
In the face of these so-called
'user-friendly' refrigerants, the
negative characteristics of
ammonia were reinforced to
such a degree that, in certain
quarters, it lost favour. The
dairy, meat and brewing
industries have always used,
and will continue to use, R717
due to its vastly superior
thermodynamic
characteristics. For example,
1 kg of R717, evaporating at
-8°C, will absorb 1,288kJ
compared to 212kJ by R22.
Heat Transfer Coefficients are
also much higher leading to
more efficient heat exchange.
Nevertheless, in airconditioning and commercial
refrigeration, ammonia is
often not considered, even for
relatively large duties.
To illustrate the difference in
compressor

performance,consider a
single Sabroe SAB 202 screw
compressor, operating under
set conditions, but with
different refrigerants as
shown in Table 1.
A system requiring 2500kW of
compressor capacity, at the
above conditions, and
operating for 6000hrs/yr on
R717, would absorb 201, 000
kWh less than with R22
420,000 kWh less than ~ith
R134a, and 546,545 kWh
less than with R404a. It is
evident that greater capacity
with greater efficiency is
obtainable with ammonia as
the refrigerant. Allied to thi
the use of flooded plate
exchanger technology an
~vaporative condensing,
Instead of shell and tube
evaporators and air-cooled
condensers, increases the
efficiencies obtainable still
further, all leading to
significant savings in power
costs.
With low charges and better
engineered systems, any
concerns about the use of
ammonia on the grounds of
safety can be minimised.
However, it is important that
competent and qualified
engineers, who work in
accordance with the relevant
standards, are used. This
ought to ensure, firstly, t
the proper precautions a
taken, and secondly, that the
potential for maximum
efficiency is realised.
* Having graduated in 1984 with
an Honours Degree in Food
Science from University
College, Cork, John O'Leary
worked for a number of years
with Kerry Group PLC before
returning to UCC to conduct an
M Sc project on Refrigeration
P/~nt Performance. Following
thiS he took up a position with
ABB Stal Refrigeration in the
UK, where he worked for three
years as ~ Contracts Engineer
on large Industrial installations
before returning to join Cross '
Refrigeration in 1992, as Senior
Sales Engineer with their
Industrial Division.
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YORK INTERNATIONAL

Leaders in the field of Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning
Full Equipment Sales, Service,
Maintenance and Spare Parts

CHILLER - Air cooled chiller air to water heat pump

MINISPLlT - Suspended ceiling

CHILLER - Air cooled chiller air to water heat pump

HYDRONIC - Cassette

For further information contact:

6-8 Pembroke Lane, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4
Tel: 01 - 668 3855; Fax: 01 - 668 3086
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995
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control, and a ceilingmounted blower with wired
control. All of the products in
the range offer cooling and
heating capacities of
between 1 and 17kW.
The "Commercial" range is
completed by York's HCE
and Champion air cooled
condensing units.
The Residential Range The centrepiece of York's
"Residential" range is a new
portfolio of mini-split
systems designed for floor,
wall, and ceiling mounting,
and a separate ceiling
cassette. The seven
formats, which are available
as cooling only or heat
pump models, comprise
some 27 size variations with
outputs of between 2 and
15.5kW, making it one of the
most comprehensive minisplit ranges available.
The new mini-splits have
been designed for ease of
installation and
maintenance. The range's

indoor units, which are
finished in an attractive ivory
colour to complement most
interior decors, have also
been designed to operate
with one of only two outdoor
sections for maximum
simplicity.
In addition, the range also
offers multi-split cooling and
heating through York's new
Dual Split system, which
enables a number of indoor
units to be linked to a single
outdoor unit. The Dual Split
has been designed to suite
with the indoor units from
the mini split range.
The "Residential" family is
completed by a vertical
concealed mini-split system;
a hydronic heat pump
console unit; a windowmounted air conditioner, and
the Monobloc, a portable air
conditioning unit capable of
operating as a split system if
required.
Contact: Austin McDermott,
York ACR Ireland.
Tel: 01 - 456 9424.

Carel Refrigeration
Monitoring and Control
System
Carel is proud to introduce to
the market EasyTel, a new
versatile product designed to
excel in the most demanding
refrigeration applications
requiring control, recording,
monitoring and supervision,
and telemaintenance within
centralised plant.
Before EasyTel became
available, the operators
working in the refrigeration
sector were obliged to
consider the above
application requirements
separately. As a result,
refrigeration installations had
quite complex and awkward
structures, needed long times
to be set up, implied high
costs and had no flexibility at
all.
Carel believes that the era of
single-purpose control
instruments is now over.

HRP - Remanufacturing Guaranteed to
Suit New Refrigerants & Lubricants
Today'S technology of new refrigerants and polyolester lubricants demands that remanufactured
compressors are compatible using the same refrigerant with different oils can mean a different
design of compressor and visa-versa. This compatibility is now guaranteed by HRP Walker within
the remanufacturing service provided by Copeland Corporation.
"The Proven Prestcold " label on its range of
remanufactured semi-hermetic Prestcold
compressors confirms that all components
used will perform reliably and with longevity.
It also underlines the fact that
remanufacturing has duplicated the original
manufacturing process for new compressors.
This remanufacturing service is based on
extensive testing product design
programmes which have resulted in a
guarantee of performance. While alternative
suppliers may utilise Prestcold body castings
in their rebuilding process, they cannot offer
a "Proven Prestcold" guarantee as provided
Only Proven Prestcold components are used in the
by HRP Walker.
remanufacturing process on Prestcold semi-hermatic
Contact: Tony Madden, HRP Walker.
compressors, provided through HRP Walker who have
Tel: 01 ·8306565.
the knowledge and experience to offer such a service.
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Controlling a certain variable
without being able to regulate
it automatically is not
enough. That is why they
have worked on EasyTel, a
software package aimed at
operators who need to solve
all problems concerning the
control and regulation of a
refrigeration unit by simply
setting up a centralised
network system.
EasyTel is fast and easy
use. The capabilities of
standard Carel controllers
can be expanded by
equipping them with a
dedicated serial card. After
that, just choose the EasyTel
package most suitable to the
application requirements.
What makes EasyTel unique
is its remarkable versatility
and flexibility allowing you to
meet any specific need,
without effort and with great
results.
EasyTel proves to be
successful not only in the
refrigeration sector but also
in a wide range of airconditioning applications
The hardware structure of the
products dedicated to the airconditioning sector, in fact, is
similar to that of the
instruments typically used in
refrigeration systems. As a
result, the user can enjoy the
same advantages in both
sectors.
Thus, controlling a network
comprising several peripheral
units - whether in
refrigeration or airconditioning systems - is no
longer a problem.
Contact: John Sampson,
J J Sampson & Son.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111.
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Fridge Spares 'Tradition with Ambition'
Since its inception in 1965
as the pioneering wholesaler
in Ireland, Fridge Spares (W)
Ltd has established a
tradition of care and
understanding of customer
needs and requirements. As
a result of this tradition, the
transition period heralded by
the now infamous "CFC
phase ouf' and its
ramifications for refrigeration
I.~ air conditioning
.panies and the
individual engineers' work
practices, has deeply
concerned the company.
From the very outset of this
period Fridge Spares (W)
Ltd has endeavoured to
research and inform the

industry of all the legislative
and technical issues to be
addressed through day-today consultation or, in larger
forums, such as seminars.
Fridge Spares (W) Ltd has
worked tirelessly over the
years with major product line
suppliers to achieve a
tailored product portfolio
which is constantly finetuned to accommodate
innovative new refrigerants
and the handling of old CFC
refrigerants and their
respective plant and
equipment. Prestcold are
one supplier who have the
benefit of many years
experience and expertise
and a proven track record in

air conditioning and
refrigeration applications.
This broad range offers
semi-hermetic compressors
and condensing units from
single-cylinder 1/2 HP up to
8-cylinder 60 HP machines.
With their extensive Rand D
into new refrigerants,
Prestcold has set many
precedents for the industry.
L'Unite Hermitique have long
been recognised as the
frontrunners in the hermetic
compressor and condensing
unit market. The Hermetique
range spans 1/8 HP to 12
HP and again intensive R
and D has spawned
innovative options to
address technical difficulties
posed by the transition to
new refrigerants.
Both of these compressor
ranges are complemented

by the Friga-Boha range of
products. Fridge Spares (W)
Ltd has been successfully
combining Friga-Bohn
products with L'Unite
Hermitique and Prestcold on
new and existing
refrigeration applications
with superb results. FrigaBohn evaporators all feature
recyclable ABS casing which
offers unprecedented
strength with its mechanical
shock-proof characteristics,
while nullifying the possibility
of metal corrosion. FrigaBohn also offers an
extensive range of
condensers in its ECA and
WA lines.
Fridge Spares (W) Ltd are
now in a position to offer a
full range of "drop-in"
refrigerant options to the
industry as well as having a

ISCEON
REFRIGERANTS
Produced by

Rhone-Poulenc Chemicals
R12
R502

-

Production Banned
Production Banned

A complete range of alternatives

AVAILABLE EX-STOCK

Includes
The only non-flammable drop-in replacement for R12 with zero O.D.P.
The drop-in replacement for R502
The only zero O.D.P. replacement for R13 Bl capable of utilising
traditional lubricants

ISCEON 49
ISCEON 69L (R403B)
ISCEON89

Contact

H.R.I? Walker
100 Slaney Road, Dublin Industrial Estate, Dublin 11.
Tel: 01 - 830 6565; Fax: 01 - 830 6153.

"Refrigerants For The Future"
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complete stock of the new
replacement refrigerants.
Refrigerant reclaimers/
recovery units suitable for all
gases are also available on
an ex-stock basis from
Fridge Spares (W) Ltd, as
are recovery cylinders.
The Fridge Spares product
portfolio includes many other
world-leading brands such
as, Sporlan - expansion
valves, sightglasses, driers
etc; Yorkshire Imperial
Tubing - recognised as the
premium refrigeration grade
tubing in the world; Eliwell
controllers - the most
flexible and comprehensive
range of electronic
controllers available; Beha
electronic meters - an Irishmade product.

Fridge Spares (W)
Ltd offer many
other products from
unistruts to cable
ties and
copper/brass
fittings, to vacuum
pumps.
Whatever your
refrigeration needs,
Fridge Spares (W)
Ltd can supply
them.
Contact:
Sales Department,
Fridge Spares (W)
Ltd.
Dublin

Tel: 01 - 830 3466;

Bitzer is one of the most important manufacturers of screw compressors in the

Cork

medium capacity range. Contact: Gerry McDonagh, RSL (Ireland) Ltd,

Tel: 021 - 317645.

48 Robinhood Industrial Estate, Clondalkin, Dublin 22. Tel: 01·4508011;
Fax: 01 • 456 7512. Cork Office: Tel: 021 • 317221; Fax: 021 • 317222.

Baltimore Aircoil
ICE
CHILLER

Air Pump

Covers

Coil

Ice-Logic
Ice Thickness
Controller

THERMAL STORAGE
PRODUCTS
Benefits

o
o
o
o

LOWER ENERGY COSTS
REDUCED MAXIMUM
DEMAND
INCREASED SYSTEM
FLEXIBILITY
COMPETITIVE FIRST COST
Air Distribution

Represented by
RSL (Ireland) Ltd, 48 Robinhood Industrial Estate, Clondalkin, Dublin 22. Tel: 01 - 450 8011; Fax: 01 - 456 7512
12 BSNews. May 1995
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Refri eration Technolo
at its
Best
SABROE
tfVorld Leader in
Industrial
Refrigeration
• SCREW COMPRESSORS
• RECIPROCATING COMPRESSORS
• COMPUTERIZED CONTROL
SYSTEMS
• LIQUID CHILLERS
• PLATE FREEZERS
ICE MACHINES
• HEAT EXCHANGERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
• ORIGINAL PARTS
"

CROSS & SABROE
Leaders Together

C

CROSS
REFRIGERATION
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

Cork:
Dublin:

Tel: 021/302321
Tel: 01/4511915

Tralee:
Tel: 066/24211
Armagh: Tel0801861/526090

Limerick: Tel: 061/416385

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995
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HEAT

POWER -

ON/OFF

AUTO

COOL/DRY

SET
TEMPERA'" RE WARMER
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D78Q5T

TIMER

MODE

COOLER
HOURS
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Instruments &
Controls

Potterton
Myson - The
Ultimate in
Controls
Potterton Myson, one of Europe's biggest
central heating manufacturers, offers a
full range of domestic central heating
controls.
With the ever-increasing cost of fuel,
controls are one of the fastest-growing
sectors in the central heating market.
Potterton Myson's controls portfolio
consists of the following:
The E P range of programmers: This
offers either dual or single-channel
control, plus the advantage of "Extend"
and "Advance" facilities across the range.
Choose from "WeekdaylWeekend" or full
"Seven-Day" control;
The new Mini Minder range: This is

Examples from Potterton Myson's extensive range of instruments and controls.

CARE
L
---------

ELECTRONIC THERMOSTATS WITH LED DISPLAY

~.
~",~

Easy to programme using keypad or
Infrared remote control or via PC

~~ER4?"u

~~.~

Wide choice of temperature range

~e}

Temperature control accuracy
with NTC sensor
IP-65 front panel protection as
standard
Tamper proof keypad setting
protection

Automatically adapts to power
supply (ranges: 12v to 24v or
llOv to 240v, AC or DC)

Our Package Offer ... Your Control Solution!

71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111; Fax: 01 - 626 9334

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss5/1
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Brilliantly Simple
The New Mini Minder E
~

POTTERTON
CO'\TROL

~

POTTERTON

MiniMinder E

p

Introducing the Mini Minder E - The Timing is
Perfect
With the new Potterton Mini Minder E you get the accuracy
and reliability of an 'up-to-the minute' electronic time
control - combined with easy to set - and easy to read k face controls.
en you look at its numerous innovative features, you'll
no doubt agree that it's simply the best.

Advance Buttons
'Soft touch' advance buttons, advance to the next time
period.

Slider Controls
Simple and easy to use slider controls.

Status Indicators
Clearly identify heating or hot water status.

Tappet Control
Large, easily moved tappets allowing two ON and two OFF
time periods per day.

Clock Face

Flexibility
Wallplate is compatible with the original Potterton 'Mini
Minder', Gloworm 'Mastermind' and Landis & Gyr RWB2
- no wiring changes are necessary.

Non-revolving clock face, clearly split into AM and PM.

Electronic Reliability and Noise-Free Operation
Time Display
Clear 12 hour AMlPM time display with easy to ·use time
adjust buttons.

With the new Mini Minder E - you get electronic accuracy,
reliability, and noise free operation combined with user
friendly clock face controls. Simply put, it's the best
electronic time control option on the market.

Memory Back-Up
Time protection in the event of power failure.

Micro-Control Time Matrix
The micro controller scans the 'time matrix' twice every
second, reading the position of each 'tappet' to determine
the heating and hot water requirements.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995
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Instruments &
Controls
undeniably the most simple to
understand electronic time control
available. The combination of microprocessor and manual digital control is
"Simply Brilliant". As with the E P range,
Mini Minder has a battery back-up which
retains the correct time during power
failures. It also incorporates LED circuit
indicators and advance buttons, plus a
choice of single or dual circuit control.
The Myson M S V range of motorised
valves offers features which make
installation and operation straightforward
and simple. Features include removable
actuator, industry-standard wiring, neon
mode indicators and manual override
lever;
The PRT 2 and PIT 2 electronic room
and cylinder thermostats offer a range of
useful features such as electronic
"neons" which show at a glance whether
the set temperatures have been
achieved. The PIT 2 cylinder thermostat

has a remote sensor which makes
installation extremely flexible. There is
also a "boost button" which gives a
cylinder full of hot water at the touch of a
button.
The PRT 100 and PIT 100 electromechanical room and cylinder
thermostats are functionally designed
and competitively priced. They offer
straight-forward thermostat control;
The Myson TRV: Well known for its highquality finish and specification, the TRV
is a highly-accurate individual room
temperature control incorporating a
liquid-filled temperature-sensing element.
The full range of Potterton Myson
controls are designed to the highest
specification, thereby minimising the risk
of call-backs. Customers satisfaction
guaranteed.
Contact: Vincent Broderick, Potterton
Myson. Tel: 01 - 459 0870.

Woodleigh Data
Loggers and
Software
The Woodleigh range of data loggers and
software is more comprehensive than
ever. A new range of electricity meters
and transducers, as well as a range of
power monitoring instruments, have been
added to the range.
The Compac power analysing data logger
is supplied with three clip-on CT's and
either the innovative VTRAC system or
volt probes. The logger is connected to
the three-phase supply via its probes and
the three CT's clip around the RY&B
phases.

Danfoss - Reliable Controls for
Demanding Applications
Danfoss pressure and temperature controls help keep demanding industrial
processes firmly under control. Accurate, robust and built for long life, they perform
flawlessly day after day, even in the harshest environments.
With one of the widest product ranges of any manufacturer, Danfoss meets the need
for pressure and temperature switches, pressure transmitters, and temperature
sensors and transmitters. The products provide outstanding resistance to vibration,
shock, moisture, heat, dust, and electrical noise. Designed conservatively, they
perform as specified under the
most difficult operating conditions.
Danfoss controls are also compact
and easy to repair or replace. In
addition to traditional box designs
for panel mounting, there is a wide
range of block- and cartridgedesign components that combines
reliability with ease of installation
and use.
With over 50 years of experience
in the field, Danfoss is also a
dependable source of professional
advice and assistance. This is
available through Irish agent and
distributor JJ Sampson & Son,
from whom details on the entire
Danfoss range of pressure and
temperature controls can be
obtained.
Contact: Dave Sampson. Tel: 01 - Stay in control with Danfoss pressure and
626 8111.
temperature controls from JJ Sampson & Son.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss5/1
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Monilog and Compac data logging
analysers from Woodleigh.

The logger then sets itself up and checks
that it is connected correctly. It then
monitors the supply for 60 days. Either
the memory pack or the complete logger
is then brought back to the PC for the
data to be retrieved and analysed with t
Deltax 11 software package.
All the new meter ranges are compatible
with Woodleigh's own data loggers - the
WPL-l000 and WAL-l000. These two
data loggers are manufactured in Ireland
and are supplied with comprehensive
software packages. They can be used in
many applications such as monitoring and
targeting systems or analogue instrument
realtime monitoring.
Other new products in the range are a
differential air pressure switch such as the
WDA-234, a unit which covers the full
range of HVAC applications for air
handling units.
The XEC-1 000 and TP-l 001 - two new
transducers that convert 3 - 15psi to or
from 0 - 10 vdc and 4 - 20 ma - are also
newly available.
Contact: Dave Kohlbeck, Woodleigh.
Tel: 055 - 26384.
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and products, represents around 40 of
Europe's leading manufacturers.

Manotherm - The
Instrumentation Specialists
Manotherm Ltd provides one of the most
comprehensive instrumentation product
portfolios available to industry throughout
Ireland.
From its headquarters in Dublin and
branch office in Belfast, the company
markets microprocessor and
programmable ramp controllers,
thermocouples, resistance and infra-red
thermometers, thermostats, pressure
switches, flow meters, vacuum and
ompound gauges, humidity meters,
ntrol valves, air velocity instruments,
power supplies, calibration baths, signal
conditioning and isolators, data
communication modules, together with
calibration instruments and equipment, to
name but a few of the products available.
Manotherm are appointed
agents/distributors for some of the bestknown and respected names in the

._-~.

conventional rising stem globe style
valves, the flow changes directors three
times as it follows an "s" path. This leads
to greater velocity, turbulence, noise, and
more wear on the seating components.

instrumentation industry, including
Johnson Controls, Digitron, Jordan
Valves, West Instruments, Rustrak
recorders, Platon Flowbits, Isothermic
Technology, Bindicator, Bourdon, In
Barton, Dwyer, Drexelbrook, Electronite,
Land Infrared, GEMS and the Danish
based PR Electronics.

With a staff complement of 17, including
highly-trained technical representatives
who are able to give expert advice on the
various applications for the equipment
they sell, Manotherm's market spans the
whole of Ireland with particular
concentration on the general
manufacturing, food, plastics, chemical,
pharmaceutical, power generation, glass,
automotive and creamery industries,
together with the universities.

Indeed, the company, despite being
highly selective in its choice of suppliers

Manotherm also maintains a service
workshop while, at its Dublin

Satchwell Grant - Control at
Your Fingertips
Satchwell's Intelligent Advanced Controller sets new standards for flexibility and ease
of use. Equipped with graphics-based software operated by a back-lit touch screen,
and with pre-programmed control applications, the lAC 600 is easy to commission
and operate.
The lAC 600 is a highly advanced plant controller incorporating "state-of-the-art"
surface-mount technology, touch-sensitive LCD screen and easily-configurable
control applications via Satchwell's powerful new "Bubbleland" graphical software.
This controller is part of the Satchnet range of networking products and is available
as a main plant unit with a touch sensitive screen or as a "base unit" without the
screen. Controllers can be networked together to give central control of distributed
plant rooms or used for stand alone control of individual items of plant. The lAC 600
is designed for use in multi-loop control applications, such as air conditioning
systems and has a total of 32 inputs and outputs all of which can be utilised for up to
a maximum of 6 control loops.
Contact: Jim Stothers/Paul McGoldrick, Satchwell Grant. Tel: 01 - 820 0163.

lAC 600

The straight-through flow path of a
Jordan sliding gate valve reduces
velocity and turbulence and leads to
quiet operation and reduced wear. Details
from Manotherm.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995
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KllKMETER
CT Driven Pulse Output Meter

Converts your
existing single or
three phase meter
to a pulse output
ideal for existing
meter installations
that require
upgrading for
energy monitoring
systems

lrwMETERS
with Class 1 Clip-On CT's
The TTW range is
used for sub
metering where
there are no existing
et's. The units come
complete with prewired clip-on air
cored et's. The units
are class 1 accuracy
and can be fitted
with a display

Monilog/Compac
Portable Energy Monitors

The Monilog &
Compac are data
logging power
analysers. They are
simple to use and set
up. All data Is read
via Deltrax 11 software
including kW, kWh,
KVA, KVAR and
Power Factor

Ballingate, Carnew, Co Wicklow. Tel: 055 - 26384; Fax: 055 - 26523
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss5/1
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headquarters, the extensive showroom/trade counter carries a
substantial stock inventory at any given time.
Dwyer Instruments Inc is a range with particular relevance for
the HVAC sector. Some of the markets served are heating;
ventilating; air conditioning; refrigeration; measurement and
control systems; plumbing; clean rooms; filtration;
pharmaceutical; fire prevention equipment; water and waste;
food processing/storage; environmental control; and general
industrial processing.
Products include level indicators and switches; temperature
switches, transmitters, sensors and controllers; Pressure
gauges, switch/gauges, manometers, switches and
transmitters; Flow indicators, sight flow indicators, meters,
switches, transmitters and sensors; Process controllers, and
valves and controls.
Contact: Bob Gilbert, Manotherm. Tel: 01 - 452 2355.

Coil Sensors from
Standard Control Systems
High carbon-dioxide levels in a building are the result of
under-ventilation, but ventilation for maximum occupancy
can lead to unnecessary energy consumption when fewer
people are in the building.
Using carbon-dioxide concentrations to control the ventilation
rate is possible with two sensors now available from
Standard Control Systems which are believed to be the first
CO 2 sensors in Ireland to use microprocessors.
One model is designed for wall mounting and the other for
installation in an air duct. Both use non-dispersive Infrared
technology to provide stable, accurate measurement at
significantly lower cost than competing products.
Both sensors can provide an analogue output allowing a
building management system to control fan switching and
speed, or they can operate independently with a relay outp
to switch fans on and off and to trigger a high C02 alarm.
Contact: Sean O'Toole, Standard Control Systems.
Tel:01-6246100.

\,The two new micro-processor controlled CO 2 sensors now
available from Standard Control Systems.
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De Longhi Linear
Convector Rad-ators
Fresh from De Longhi come
Linear, a range of convector
radiators suitable for both
dome tic and commercial u e.
Built to an improved
engineering tandard, the
manufacturers have produced
Linear to give long service,
even in damp conditions and
heavy traffic area .
By producing a better-quality
steel radiator, De Longhi claim
system designer can
con ider Linear as a co teffective and durable
alternative to both tandard
panel radiator and high-co t
aluminium heat emitters. The
high-quality surface finish on
the Linear is achieved by using

a zinc/manganese phosphate
base, followed by a cathodic
electrocoating paint proces . An
epoxy powder top coat i then
baked on to produce a hardwearing and ready-decorated
flawless finish.
This three-way coating process
u e advanced paint technology
developed by the automotive
indu try. Comparative te ting
with other coating methods
shows a marked reduction in
colour fading, plus improved
corrosion and abrasion
resi tance. Orgamc olvent use
i cut from 50% (in dip
painting) to below 2% and
formaldehyde or heavy metals
Right: De Longhi Linear radiators.

High Efficiency
Convector Radiators
Change a House
Into a

(bom!)

For more information please contact: Joe Robertson,
Delonghi Radiator Division, 19 Intake Lane, Dunnington, York YO I 5 X,
England. Tel: 0044 1904 488212; Fax: 0044 1904 488512
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are not used at all. A green
spin-off is that with no
pollutants in the coating to
leach out into the building
during the life of the radiator,
one possible contributory factor
to sick building syndrome is
removed.
The Linear range covers heat
outputs from 393 watts up to
11.8 kW. There are 15 different
radiator lengths, from 360mm
up to 3 metres. Five height sizes
range from 300mm to 900mm.
These combinations give the
system designer the ability to
achieve the correct heat outputs
and still fit the visible parts of
the heating system neatly into
the overall building design.
Made from deep pressing steel
sheet 12.5/10, each Linear
radiator is then pressure tested
to 10.5 bar during manufacture
for use with unvented heating
system up to a working
pressure of 7 bar (100 psi). All
Linear radiators are fully
guaranteed for five years from
date of installation against
faulty materials or
workmanship.
Contact: Joe Robertson, De
Longhi Radiator Division. Tel:
0044 1904 488212.

Reborn Mr
Slim From
Mitsubishi
Electric
The "reborn" Mr Slim compact
series of ceiling cassettes from
Mitsubishi Electric is now even
more compact, the reduction in
panel size and body volume
giving dimensions of 30mm
high, 760mm wide and 760mm
deep. Nonetheless, this
dramatic size reduction to 65%
of previous models has been
achieved in conjunction with
performance improvements
which include enhanced noise
suppression leading to whisperquiet operation; easier and more
effective maintenance; and
significantly-reduced
installation time.
The size reduction means that

Mitsubishi Electric's "reborn" Mr Slim represents a panel size and body
volume reduction to 65% of previous models.

the width and depth of the panel
have been reduced by 19cm
respectively compared to
previous models, resulting in a
compact model which is
suitable for smaller
environments such as shops etc.
Multi-application panels
flexibly adapt to installation

Noise Level dB(A)

(HifLo)

Model

Standard Mode

Silent Mode

PL(H) -1.6/2

37/32

35/29

PL(H) -2.5

39.5/35

38/30

'Win With Grundfos'
This year's "Win With Grundfos" competition was a hugh success with more entries than ever before. Since
last October, 12 prizes were won each month, with the final prize of a holiday for two in the Algarve (with £500
spending money) being
drawn in March.
This year the lucky
winning contractor was
Eddie Ryan, Courtbrack,
Blarney, Co Cork, and
both Eddie and his wife
are presently holidaying
in the sunny Algarve. Our
picture shows Raymond
Broughan (Sales
Engineer, Grundfos (Irl)
Lld) presenting the prize
to Eddie Ryan. Also
included is Tim Cremln,
Northslde Heating &
Plumbing, one of the main
distributors of Grundfos
pumps in the Cork area.
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conditions. For instance, the
optional space panel can be
installed at a ceiling depth of
258mm, which is ideal for
ordinary residences with low
ceilings. The optional wide
panel is perfect for replacing
existing cassettes. The present
opening can be used to install a
new cassette up to a ceiling
depth of 298mm.
Airflow can be adjusted
according to ceiling height and
the number of air outlets, "wide
zooming flow" creating an
optimum airflow for any indoor
environment.
The new system control
regulates airflow to prevent
smudging. A projection inside
the air passage distributes air
evenly over the top and bottom
vane while two projections on
the air outlet work to prevent
cooled air from rising to the
ceiling. They also stop outside
air being dragged into the
cooled air stream.
The ceiling 4-way airflow
cassette has a special "si lent
design", the "2-tap" system
allowing a choice between
silent and standard modes
according to the height of the
ceiling.
The new unit weighs 20kg (8kg
lighter than the previous model)
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is easy to handle and install.
Additionally, suspension work
is facilitated by compact
dimensions, ensuring a snug fit.
Suspension bolts can be fLXed
consistently from one direction,
thereby easing suspension work,
while refrigerant and drain

piping are set at different
corners so that flare connections
and drain piping heat insulation
work can be smoothly and
reljably implemented.

Mark Low Pressure Water Heaters

Contact: Mike Sheehan,
Mitsubishi Electric.
Tel: 01 - 450 5007.

JJ.

9.JJ.

BTU Clontarf Results
Overall Winner - Sean Farrell (16) Slade Valley, 36 pts, won on back nine.
Class I - Winner: Michael Melligan (12) Clontarf 35 pts; Runner Up: Des
Prendergast (10) Old Conna, 34 pts, Back 9;
Third: John Lavelle (11) Stackstown 34 pts;
Class 2 - Winner: Gerry Tobin (16) Malahide, 36 pts; Runner Up: John
White (15) Slade Valley, 35 pts; Trurd: Vincent Broderick (13)
Ballinascorney, 24 pts, Back 9;
3 - Winner: Tim O'Flaherty (19) Knockanally, 33 pts, Back 9; Runner
: Des O'Gorrnan (20) Newlands, 33 pts; Trurd: Michael Murphy (23)
Courtown, 32 pts, Back 9;
Back 9 - Winner: John Lawlor (13) Blainroe, 18 pts; Runner up: Tony
Gillen (11) Hermitage, 17 pts (last 6);
Front 9 - Winner: Eamon Treacy (14) Old Conna, 20 pts; Runner up: Tony
Delaney (10) Royal Dublin, 19 pts;
Visitors - Winner: Brendan Pluck (17) St Annes, 34 pts; Runner up: Tony
Cameron (7) Clontarf, 33 pts.

Mark Eire has recently re-designed its range of low-pressure, hot water
(steam) unit heaters. This diagram shows the versatility of the units and the
various layout options available. Complementing the newly-designed units is
a full range of accessories.
Contact: Michael Keane, Tel: 026 - 45334; Maurice Byrne. Tel: 01 - 668 0510.

SEASON CONTROL LTD.
51-52 Cork Street, Dublin 8
Phone: (01) 453 2688 Fax: (01) 453 7290

NEW TROT ROOF EXTRACTION FANS
Ideal for Canopy/Fire/Smoke Extraction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

400°C for 2 hours;
90°C continuous operation;
Fully speed controllable;
Rated at IP55 - insulation class F;
Motors are completely out of airstream;
Backward curved centrifugals non overloading;
Low RPM - low noise;
Also in vertical jet form;
Generally available ex-stock.

Contact Season Control for further details
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995
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WITH THE POWER TO
SURPRISE

-r RI:VI

~HOWI:RS

AN IUtAL-::>IANUAKU LUMt-'ANT

Every

BENEFITS
• Power on any level

TREVI

• Precise Control

Shower

• Safety Assured
• Simple Operation

has

• Ideal for childrenJ
elderly

POWER

Trevi Jet

Trevi Therm

Sole Distributors throughout Ireland

B.J. Caraher (Distributors) Ltd.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF PLUMBING PRODUCTS
Dorphin House, 29 Belfast Road, Saintfield, Co Down. 8T24 7EP.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss5/1
Telephone: Saintfield 511071. Fax: Saintfield 510921
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Trevi Showers - Precise
Control, Safety &
Innovative Styling
revi Showers,
the specialist
shower division
of Ideal-Standard now
available in Ireland
frOlD B J Caraher
istributors) Ltd,
offers a wide range of
showers and has an
excellent reputation for
the precision
engineering of safe and
reliable products.

T

The range is extensive offering
everything from simple traditional
styling through to state-of-the-art
indulgence. Brief details of the
various options are as follows:Trevi Therm is a thermostatic valve
in which the modern styling hides a
maintenance-free non-drip, ceramic
disc to give precise control and
smooth action;
Trevi Traditional offers classic, oldfashioned looks with up-to-the
minute technology and fits easily into
a nostalgia-style bathroom;

If a imple blender shower is
required, Trevi Blend delivers a
perfect blend of water flow and
temperature control in a single lever
movement;

Trevi
Electronic 100
with flexible
hose power
shower kit
and four body
jets

At the opposite end of the
scale, Trevi Electronic
100/200 will even tell the
time. Trevi Electronic can
be programmed to deliver a
shower or fill a bath in
exactly the way or at the
temperature required;
The most recent additions
to the Trevi Showers
product range are Trevi Jet
and Trevi Boost. Both are
innovative, exciting
products which extend the
flexibility and features of the
Trevi range.
Trevi Boost is a unique
shower valve utilising the
Venturi principle to harness
the power of the cold mains
water supply to boost the
shower flow;
Trevi Jet is the company's
first cabinet power shower,
designed to meet the
growing market for such
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units. One trim, smart cabinet
contains the mixing valve, electronics
and pump. The pump is low-voltage
and extremely quiet.

X-Cite Accessories
The name X-Cite, chosen for the
successful Trevi brand's new range of
luxury power shower accessories,
reflects the excitement of highperformance showering already
achieved with the brand's highquality valves. At the same time it
extends the existing mid-market
range into higher market sectors.
Suitable for use with any of the
company's range of shower valves
(with the exception of Trevi Boost
and Trevi Jet) these accessories are
intended only for high-pressure
pumped or unvented systems, not the
low-pressure alternatives.
The perception of luxury is
exemplified not only by the
substantial shower head but also by
the choice of finishes. These include
chrome, light gold, white and
Mixage, a combination of chrome
and light gold which in itself
betokens luxury in today's
marketplace.
Selection of normal, soft or massage
mode is made simply by turning the
head. Other items in the range
include a riser bar, flexible hose,
parking station with push-button
slider, two luxury acrylic soap and
shampoo trays, a fixed-head variant,
and matching body jets.
The head is protected from limescale
build-up both by the high pressure of
water flowing through it and a rubber
outer ring which expands and
contracts with high and low
temperatures. If any descaling is still
needed, the head is easily dismantled
for that purpose.

Contact
Sales Office, B J Caraher
(Distributors) Ltd.
Tel: 08 01238511071;
Jim Ennis, Dublin.
Tel: 088 - 562456.
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Season Control Opens
Regional Sales Offices
Season Control has recently opened two new sale offices in the
South and West of Ireland. This improves still further the service to
customers as Season Control representatives are now more readily
available to meet their requirements with speedy quotations,
quicker deliveries and expert engineering and design advice.
Season Control's sales representatives are John Alien - Contact:
Tel: 088 - 537932;Tel/Fax: 066 - 66333.
John has over 20 years experience in the ventilation/air
conditioning business, having worked in the capacity of sales
engineer for some of the biggest companies in the trade. He covers
the West and South Western regions of Ireland;
John Canty - Contact: Te): 088 - 506036; Fax: 021 - 373744.
John Canty is operating in the Cork, Tipperary, Kilkenny,
Waterford and Wexford region. Hi career history shows extensive
experience in technical design and engineering, and also experience
in operations management.
Both are valuable additions to the technical sales team at Sea on
Control. "We believe that this extension to operations emphasises
our commitment to providing a quality customer service which is
unrivalled by our competitors", said a spokesperson.
Complementing this development is the introduction of a new
Season Control fan range called Trot.
This new extraction fan unit is suitable for canopylfire/smoke
extraction and is claimed to incorporate the highest specification on
the market for a roof fan.
lts specifications and characteristics are:
400°C for two hou. e, independently certified by CTICM France;
90°C continuous operation;
All units are totally speed controllable;
Motors are rated at IP55, insulation Class F;
Motors are completely out of the air stream;
Backward curved centrifugals c/w non-overloading characteristics;
Low RPM, high pressure;
Very low noise;
Can be manufactured in vertical jet form;
Availability ... generally ex-stock ... two weeks maximum.
For further information on the Trot range and for all fan selection
requirements, contact Kieron Ryan, John Grainger, Paul Mongey or
Ben Keamey at Season Control. Tel: 0 I - 453 2688.

Support for Small Firms
Bank of Ireland has launched a package of upports for the small
firms sector. Central to the package is the appointment of more than
50 Enterprise Adviser to be located at each of the Bank's Bu iness
Centres or District Offices throughout the Republic of Ireland.
Under the terms of the package, small and medium enterpri e will
benefit both from product innovations and important procedural
changes.
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Satchwell
Grant 'GiveAway'
During their successful
participation at the recent MechElec show in Dublin, Satchwell
Grant ran a draw for two colour
televi ions which was open to all
who vi ited it land.
The open draw had no tiebreaker or competition element,
entry being imply a ca e of all
bu ine s cards pre ented during
the show going into a hat.

Above: Vincent Hickey, Irish
Estates Management, being
congratulated by Susan Casey,
Satchwell Grant.

The lucky winners were John
Murray, VMRA and Vincent
Hickey, Irish Estates
Management.
Right: Tim Goulding, Satchwell
Grant, presenting his prize to John
Murray.

RSL Energy/Refrigerant
'European First'
Performance data from Europe's first supermarket to operate with
ICI' KLEA 407A refrigerant throughout the entire store, how a
ub tantia] aving in energy of 12.7%, compared with an equivalent
store operating on R-22.
Power Supermarket' new Crazy Price Store, near Dundalk, i
operating with KLEA 407A, ICI' refrigerant, which is helping to
provide more and more supermarkets with improvement in their
energy performance.
During the first 10 month' of operation, the KLEA 407A
refrigeration system saved 87,381 kWh of electricity - a figure that
could realistically rise to I,049MWH over 10 years of operation,
worth over £45,000 or 540 tonnes of CO 2,
The joint project involved cabinet layout and de ign by Linde, with
the Bitzer compressor packs and KLEA 407 A refrigerant upplied
by [Cl's Irish distributor, RSL.
Contact: Gerry McDonagh, RSL. Tel: 01 - 450 8011.

Apologies Paddy!
Pictured above are Paddy and
Brianan Kingham, Daly
Brothers, Dundalk, at the gala
Veha weekend in Ashford
Castle recently. Unfortunately,
the gremlins were at work on
our extensive report of the
event last month and we used
an incorrect photograph in
place of that shown here.
Apologies once again to you
both.
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'Check It's Wavin' Campaign
A new campaign with the theme
"Check Its Wavin' is the focal
point of the £2 million capital
and brand investment
announced by Wavin earlier thi
month. It main focus aims to
highlight the difference between
Wavin pipe y tems and its
competitors.
Other elements in the Wavin
programme include:Installation of new state-of-theart extruder ;
Opening of a new Information
Centre where eminar and
rmation work hops for
hants, peci fier and endu ers will be held;
Introduction of new products;
Upgrading of product literature;
Introduction of a CAD service
for architects and specifier .
Announcing the programme in
Balbriggan, Wavin's Managing
Director, De Byrne aid: "We
are determined to maintain our
position as the market leader in
the supply of pipe systems for
the building and construction,
local authority, utilities and
farming sectors. For clo e on 40
years Wavin ha been the
large t manufacturer and
di tributor of pvc pipe ystems
country and this
pI gramme demonstrates our
commitment to providing our
customers and end-users with
good value products which are

I

manufactured to the highest
quality standard".
Mr Byrne wa critical of a trend
in the building/construction
indu try to seek short term gains
by supporting low-value
products imported into the
country. "In 1992, the last year
for which figures are available,
Ireland imported over £500
million of building products.
The vast majority of these
products were directly
competing against lri hmanufactured good. Iri h
manufacturer can, in many
case, provide a better quality
product, a quicker delivery
ervice and a better after-sale
service. However, a product
which is manufactured outside
the country for a market much
larger than the Irish one can
obviously be offered for sale in
Ireland at lower price ", he aid.
"Our Government and state
organisations can do a lot to
balance the bu ine
environment for Iri h
manufacturers by actively
adopting a quality, rather than a
price-only, ethic within their
organisations. It is in everyone '
interest that the long-term gains
from creating secure
employment and guaranteed
supply should take precedent
over a short-term price benefit,
which in many cases is just
margina\'\ concluded Mr Byrne.

Pictured at the announcement of the Wavin capital and brand investment
are Patrick Atkinson, Marketing Manager; Larry Carr, Marketing and
Sales Director; and Des Byrne, Managing Director.
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Dafydd Williams, Naas, Co Kildare, has won the Wavin Cup as the best
Plumbing Apprentice in the National Apprentice Competition. He is a third
year apprentice with McKenna Engineering Services Ltd, Dublin and
studies at the DIT, Bolton Street. Dafydd was among the six finalists who
competed for the Wavin Cup. Another apprentice from McKenna
Engineering Services, Damien Whelan from Clondalkin, Dublin, was also
among the finalists. Pictured at the presentation of the Wavin Cup are:
Larry Carr, Marketing and Sales Director, Wavin; Dafydd Williams and
Seamus Murran, DIT, Bolton Street. Contact: Larry Carr. Tel: 01 - 841 2260.

Fernox Central Heating
Protector: The Only Answer
Whatever type of boiler i installed within a heating system, if the
water i untreated, or treated incorrectly, then a build-up of
corro ion and/or lime cale-related debri occur. Thi proces
happens whether the feed water to
the system i hard or oft. The
debris will form a hard scale on
the hot urfaces of the boilers heat
exchanger. This presents a barrier
to the efficient transfer of heat
into the water, and can re ult in
fuel wa tage of up to 35%. In
serious ca e , boiler failure can
occur.
Fernox, the market leader in
domestic water treatment, has a
labour- aving product which will
protect the central heating system
from the harmful effects of
corrosion and lime cale. MB I
Central Heating Protector is a once-off lifetime application which
will ensure the ystem runs trouble-free for many years. It is
uitable for treating cast iron and copper tubular boilers, making
Fernox the only application needed whatever the type of boiler. This
en ures peace of mind for in taller and reduce maintenance.
MB I Protector i an environmentally-friendly product with over
90% of its contents coming from renewable re ource and the
ingredient themselves being biodegradable. The packaging is al
made from the maximum amount of recyclable material.
Additionally, Fernox Central Heating Protector helps reduce fuel
wastage and preserve natural resources.

0

Contact: Declan Kissane, Hevac. Tel: 0 I - 830 1211.
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Construction
Industry
Outlook

Annual General Meeting
The annual general meeting of the CmSE Republic of Ireland branch
was held on Thursday, 4 May 1995. At that meeting Oliver Reddy was
elected Chairman and Herbert Taylor Vice Chairman.
The new committee also consists of Brian Homan, lames Curley, loe
Lawlor, lohn Cuthbert, Sean Ascough, Matt Mohan, Peter O'Dowd,
Francis McNulty, Paddy Clonan, Ken Beattie and Colin Murphy.

The technical evening held on 6
April was a joint meeting
between CIBSE, RIAl and the
Irish Property and Facilities
Managers Association. The
peaker was Michael Webb, a
senior partner with Patterson
Kempster & Shortall. The
subject of his talk was The Irish
Construction Industry - The
Medium Term Outlook.

Following the AGM, President David Amold gave his Presidential
address on the role of the building services engineer. His paper
examined the factors that created the image of the consultant,
considered the current reality of the perception, how it affects their
influence on design and suggested means by which they may increase
the apparent value of this contribution to the construction process.

Mr Webb advised that there is

good news in the medium term
with EU funds underpinning
construction up until 1999.
New building output prediction
for 1995 show an II % growth
in construction volume with
housing and roads showing the
larger increases. Education
would appear to be the loser, -

Jim Curley, CrBSE Honorary
Secretary with Michael Webb and
John Cuthbert, outgoing CIBSE
Chairman.
down 10%.
Mr Webb did, however, query
what will happen after 1999
when the EU structural funds
finish.

Chairman's Outlook
Oliver Reddy was recently elected Chairman of the Republic of
Ireland Branch of the Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers. In his Chairman's address Oliver said that the main
focus for the committee for the next two years would be as
follows:(I) Preparation for CIBSE centenary year in 1997;

(2) Increase in membership in
all categories in the
Republic of Ireland;

Members of the CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch Committee for 1995
pictured after the AGM with Oliver Reddy, CIBSE Chairman, and David
Amold, CIBSE President.

Lighting Code
The subject of the CIBSE
technical evening held on 26
April was the 15th edition of the
Code for Interior Lighting issued
in 1994.
The meeting was sponsored by
EIA Lighting and was a joint
meeting with the CIBSE and the
IIExE. The speaker was Herbert
Taylor who presented an
excellent talk illustrated with
slides.

(3) Encouragement to students
to become involved in
Building Services;
(4) Greater involvement by
senior practicing engineers,
both consulting engineers
and contractors, in CIBSE
technical programme;
(5) Greater emphasis to be
placed on the information!
public relations aspect of
CIBSE activities;

The common denominator in these areas is, Mr Amold suggested, the
need for better communications. "Building services engineers must
improve their abilities to present their case, to interact, to defend their
arguments, to exert influence and, perhaps, equally important to fully.
understand the arguments of others", he concluded.

Oliver Reddy

(6) Compile a history of the branch which is now over 25 years
in existence and is one of the most active and successful
branches/regions within CIBSE.
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Herbert conducted a large
audience through the various
sections of the code which
contains significant and profound
changes to the earlier edition. Of
overwhelming interest was the
Code's new emphasis on
Maintained Illuminance (in place
of the former Service
Illuminance). In essence, the
thrust is that the illuminance at

any time, consistent with planned
maintenance and lamp
replacement, will not fall below a
specified minimum value.
This is seen as being consist
if not essential, with forthco
EU legislation.
A very enlightening talk which
led to lively question and answer
session.

Outgoing Chairman John
Cuthbert, pictured with Herbert
Taylor, CIBSE
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Win A
Mitsubishi
Diatnond
Vision 14"
CTV
All you have to do is
answer the simple
question on the replypaid card on the
contents page of this
issue of BSNews.
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No Postage Stamp necessary if
posted in Republic oflreland

Postage will be paid
by Licensee

Licence Number: DN 3328
Mr Michael Sheehan,
Sales Manager,
Environmental Control Systems,
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland,
Westgate Business Park,
Ballymount,
Dublin 24.

e: Answer is on
c tre pages of this
issue of BSNews.

• ·MITSUBISHI ~
.'ELECTRIC .

With MARK, you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and retum to MARK. so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent
to you.

GS/GC and Cabinet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
Calfto:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
1000kW.
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Tanner:
Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.

ECG-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-eirculation and
extraction, from 4000 to 8000 m3/hr
standard, or artt air volume on
request.

Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from 7kW to
38kW.

Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.

FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE - TEL: 283 9156
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MA NO THERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES

THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100· KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
• Dual four.<Jigit display (lOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
• Auto/Manual, Self-Tune & Pre-Tune, Ramping Setpoint
• Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
.
• Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
• Additional plug·in outputs.
• Comprehensive alarm strategy - AND/OR & loop alarm.
• No-battery design (E 2 technology - 100 years retention)
• IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
• RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)

~PROCESS

CONTROL

WE CAN OFFER:
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers

-Trip Amplifiers
-Controllers
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters

-Dividers
- Linearisers
- PC & PLC interface
-Plug-in Modules-Eurocards

PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.

MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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